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Mining Top-K Multidimensional Gradients Ronnie Alves∗, Orlando Belo and Joel Ribeiro Department of Informatics, School of Engineering, University of Minho Campus de Gualtar, 4710-057 Braga, Portugal {ronnie, obelo}@di.uminho.pt



Abstract. Several business applications such as marketing basket analysis, clickstream analysis, fraud detection and churning migration analysis demand gradient data analysis. By employing gradient data analysis one is able to identify trends, outliers and answering “what-if” questions over large databases. Gradient queries were first introduced by Imielinski et al [1] as the cubegrade problem. The main idea is to detect interesting changes in a multidimensional space (MDS). Thus, changes in a set of measures (aggregates) are associated with changes in sector characteristics (dimensions). MDS contains a huge number of cells which poses great challenge for mining gradient cells on a useful time. Dong et al [2] have proposed gradient constraints to smooth the computational costs involved in such queries. Even by using such constraints on large databases, the number of interesting cases to evaluate is still large. In this work, we are interested to explore best cases (Top-K cells) of interesting multidimensional gradients. There several studies on Top-K queries, but preference queries with multidimensional selection were introduced quite recently by Dong et al [9]. Furthermore, traditional Top-K methods work well in presence of convex functions (gradients are non-convex ones). We have revisited iceberg cubing for complex measures, since it is the basis for mining gradient cells. We also propose a gradient-based cubing strategy to evaluate interesting gradient regions in MDS. Thus, the main challenge is to find maximum gradient regions (MGRs) that maximize the task of mining Top-K gradient cells. Our performance study indicates that our strategy is effective on finding the most interesting gradients in multidimensional space.



1 Introduction Gradient queries were first introduced by Imielinski et al [1] as the cubegrade problem. The main idea is to detect interesting changes in a multidimensional space (MDS). Thus, changes in a set of measures (aggregates) are associated with changes in sector characteristics (dimensions). By employing gradient data analysis one is able to identify trends, outliers and answering “what-if” questions over large databases. MDS contains a huge number of cells which poses great challenge for mining ∗
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gradient cells on a useful time. To reduce search space, Dong et al [2] propose several constraints which are explored by a set-oriented processing. Even by using such constraints on large databases, the number of interesting cases to evaluate is still large. Furthermore, at a first experience for finding gradients in MDS, users often don’t feel confident of what set of probe constraints to use. Thus, it should be the case to provide some Top-K facility over MDS. As illustration of the motivation behind this problem, consider the following example of generating alarms for potential fraud situations on mobile telecommunications systems. Generally speaking, those alarms are generated when abnormal utilization of the system is detected, meaning that sensitive changes happened concerning the normal behavior. For example, one may want to see what are associated with significant changes of the average (w.r.t., the number of calls) in the Porto area on Monday compared against Tuesday, and the answer could be one in the form “the average of number of calls for callings during working time in Campaña went up 55 percent, while those callings during night time in Bonfim went down 15 percent”. Expressions such as “callings during working time” correspond to cells in data cubes and describe sectors of the business modeled by the data cube. Given that the number of calls generated in a business day in Porto area is extremely large (hundred million calls); the fraud analyst would be interest to evaluate just the Top-10 higher changes in that scenario, specially those ones in Campaña area. Then the fraud analyst would be able to “drillthrough” most interesting customers. The problem of mining Top-K cells with multidimensional selection conditions and raking gradients is significantly more expressive than the classical Top-K and cubegrade query [1]. In this work, we are interested to mine best cases (Top-K cells) of multidimensional gradients in a MDS.



2 Problem Formulation and Assumptions A cuboid is a multidimensional summarization by means of aggregating functions over a subset of dimensions and contains a set of cells, called cuboid cells. A data cube can be viewed as a lattice of cuboids, which also integrates a set of cuboid cells. Data cubes are built from relational base tables (fact tables) from large data warehouses. Definition 1 (K-Dimensional Cuboid Cell) In a n-dimension data cube, a cell c = (i1,i2,…,in : m) (where m is a measure) is called a k-dimensional cuboid cell (i.e., a cell in a k-dimensional cuboid), if and only if there are exactly k (k ≤ n) values among {i1,i2,…,in} which are not * (i.e., all). If k = n, then c is a base cell. A base cell does not have any descendant. A cell c is an aggregated cell only when it is an ancestor of some base cell (i.e., where k < n). We further denote M(c) = m and V(c) = (i1,i2,…,in). Definition 2 (Iceberg Cell) A cuboid cell is called iceberg cell if it satisfies a threshold constraint on the measure. For example, an iceberg constraint on measure count is M(c) ≥ min_supp (where min_supp is an user-given threshold). Definition 3 (Closed and Maximal Cells) Given two cells c = (i1,i2,…,in : m) and c’ = (i1’, i2’,…,in’ : m’), we denote V(c) ≤ V(c’) if for each ij (j = 1,…,n) which is not *, ij’ = ij. A cell c is said to be covered by another cell c’ if for each c’’ such that V(c) ≤



V(c’’) ≤ V(c’), M(c’’) = M(c’). A cell is called a closed cuboid cell if it is not covered by any other cells. A cell is called a maximal cuboid cell if it is closed and has no other cell c which is superset of it. Definition 4 (Matchable Cells) A cell c is said to match a cell c’ when they differ from each other in one, and only one, cube modification at time. These modifications could be: Cube generalization/specialization iff c is an ancestor of c’ and c’ a descendant of c; or mutation iff c is a sibling of c’, and vice versa. Definition 5 (Probe Cells) Probe cells (pc) are particular cases of iceberg cells which are significant according to some selection condition. This selection condition is a query constraint on base table’s dimensions. Definition 6 (Gradient Cells) A cell cg is said to be gradient cell of a probe cell cp, when they are matchable cells and their delta change, given by ∆g(cg, cp) ≡ (g(cg, cp) ≥ ψ) is true, where ψ is a constant value and g is a gradient function. In this work we confine our discussion with average gradients (M(cg)/M(cp)). Average gradients are effective functions for detecting interesting changes in multidimensional space, but they also pose great challenge to the cubing computation model [2] [10]. Problem Definition. Given a base table R, iceberg condition IC, probe condition PC, the mining of Top-k Multidimensional Gradients from R is: Find the most interesting (TopK) gradient-probe pairs (cg, cp) such that ∆g(cg, cp) is true.



3 Mining Top-K Gradient Cells Before start the discussion about mining Top-K cells in MDS, lets first look to Figure 1. This figure shows how aggregating values are distributed along cube’s dimensions. The base table used for cubing was generated according to a uniform distribution. It has 100 tuples, 3 dimensions (x, y, z) with cardinalities varying from 1 to 10, and a measure (m) varying from 1 to 100.



(a) count() (b) average() Figure 1. It presents the distribution of aggregating values from a 2-D(x, y) cube.



From Figure 1 we can see that different aggregating functions will provide different density regions in data cubes. When searching for gradients, one may want to start this task by evaluating a region in which presents higher variance. In Figure 1(b) the central region corresponding to the rectangle R1 {[4, 7] : [6, 5]} covers all five bins {b0={0-20},b1={20-40}, b2={40-60}, b3={60-80}, b4={80-100}}. If it is possible to identify such region, chances are that the most interesting gradients will take place there. We denote those regions as gradient regions(GR). The problem is that average is an algebraic function and it has a spreading factor(SF) with respect to the distribution of aggregating values over the cube quite unpredictable. Thus, there will be sets of possible gradient regions to looking for in the cube before selecting the most Top-K gradient cells. Another interesting insight from Figure 1(b) is that gradients are maximized when walking from bins bo to b4. Therefore, even if a region doesn’t cover all bins but if at least has the lowest and highest ones; it should be a good candidate GR for mining Top-K cells. We expect that GRs with largest aggregating values will provide higher gradient cells. This observation motivates us to evaluate gradients cells by using a gradient ascent approach. Gradient ascent is based on the observation that if the real-valued function f(x) is defined and differentiable in a neighborhood of a point Y, f(x) then increases fastest if one goes from Y in the direction of the gradient of f at Y, ∆f(Y) . It follows that, if Z = Y + γ∆f (Y ) Eq.(1) for, γ > 0 a small enough number, then f(Y) ≤ f(Z). With this observation, one could start with x0 for a local maximum of f, and considers the sequence x0,x1,x2,… such that xn+1 = xn + γ n ∆f ( xn ), n ≥ 0 Eq.(2) We have f(x0) ≤ f(x1) ≤ f(x2) ≤ …, so we expect the sequence (xn) converge to the local maximum. Therefore, when evaluating a GR we first search for the maximal probe cells, i.e. the highest aggregating values (non-closed and non-maximal cells) on it and then calculates its gradients from all possible matchable cells. To allow this gradient ascent traversal through cube’s lattice, one needs to incorporate the main observations mentioned above into the cubing process. 3.1. Spreading factor The spreading factor is measured by the variance. This statistical measure indicates how the values are spread around the expected value. From 1-D cuboid cell we want to capture how large the differences are in a list of measures values ML=(M1,…,Mn) from the base relation R. Thus, dimensions are projected onto cube’s lattice according to this variation. This variation follows



∑ (X − µ) N



2



Eq.(3)



where, X is a particular value from ML, µ is the mean from ML and N is the number of elements in ML. For large datasets one could use a variation of Equation 3, using a sample rather than the population. In this sense one can replace N with N-1.



3.2. Cubing gradient regions Our cubing method follows Frag-Cubing approach [11]. We start by building inverted indices and value-list indices from the base relation R, and then assembling highdimensional cubes from low-dimensional ones. For example, to compute the cuboid cell {x1, y3, *} from Table 1, we intersect the tids (see Table 2) of x1 {1, 4} and y3 {4} to get the new list of {4}. Table 1. Example of a base table R.



tid 1 2 3 4



X x1 x2 x3 x1



Y y2 y1 y1 y3



Z z3 z2 Z2 z1



M 1 2 3 4



The order in which we compute all cuboids is given by a processing tree GRtree following a DFS traversal order. Before creating GRtree we can make use of the first heuristics for pruning (p1, pruning non-valid tuples). To smooth the evaluation of iceberg-cells, it is interesting to build such tree only with tuples satisfying the iceberg condition. After applying p1, we are able to calculate the spreading factor (sf, see Section 3.1) of all individual dimensions X, Y and Z. Table 2. Inverted indices and spreading factor for all individual dimensions of Table 1.



Attr.Value x1 x2 x3 y1 y2 y3 z1 z2 z3



Tid.Lst 1, 4 2 3 2, 3 1 4 4 2, 3 1



Tid.Sz 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1



sf 2.25 0 0 0.25 0 0 0 0.25 0



From Table 2 we can say that we have a total of nine GRs to grow. The GRtree will follow the order of X>>Y>>Z. Given that we want to find large gradients, chances are that higher gradients will take place on projecting GRs having higher spreading factors. Here comes the second heuristic for pruning (p2, pruning non-valid regions). For example, a threshold constraint on a GR is sf(GR) ≥ min_sf (where min_sf is a user-given threshold). Let’s say that we are interested to search for gradients on GRs having a sf ≥ 0.25. From this constraint we only need to evaluate 3 GRs rather than 9 ones. Cubing is carried out through projecting x1; y1 and finally z2 (see Figure 2).



Figure 2. The lattice formed by projecting GRs {x1, y1, z2}. Aggregating values are placed “upper” all cuboid cells. Possible probe cells are denoted with shadow circles. The letters “matchable cells” shows valid gradient pairs. Since we have cubing those three regions in Figure 2, it is possible now to mine the Top-K gradient cells from them. After this cubing, we also augment each region with its respective bin [aggmin; aggmax] according to the minimum and maximum aggregating value on it. For example bx1=[1; -4], by1=[2,5; -2,5] and bz2=[2,5; -2,5]. With all those information we can make use of the third heuristic for pruning (p3, pruning non-TOPk regions). Given that we have an iceberg condition on average such as Mavg(c) ≥ 2.7, we can confine our search for Top-K cells only for GR=x1. Even by using such constraint, the number of gradient pairs to evaluate is still large in x1. So, we must define our set of probe cells pc{} to mine. Remember the discussion about gradient ascent; by taking the local maximum (i.e., a cuboid cell having the highest aggregating value) from a particular region, all matchable cells containing this local maximum will increase gradient factors. Thus, our probe cells are given by the set of the Top-K aggregating values in that region TopKpc. For a cuboid cell to be eligible as a probe cell, it cannot be a closed and maximal cell. For example, in Figure 2 the cuboid cell ={1,3,1} cannot be selected as a probe cell. Next, for each probe cell in TopKpc we calculate its gradients. Finally we select the Top-K gradient cells TopKgr. For example, with we are looking for the Top-3 cell, the TopKpc is formed by {{1,3};{1,1};{1}}and TopKgr is formed by letters {i, L, j}. Usually we will have more valid-ToPk regions rather than in the previous example. Thus, the final solution must take into account all local TopKgr before raking TOP-K cells. Besides, after having calculated all local TopKgr, we continue searching for other valid gradient cells resulting from matchable cells (i.e., projecting probe cells from a GRi over cuboid cells in GRj). Pseudo Algorithm 3.1. TopKgr-Cube Input: a table relation trel; an iceberg condition on average minavg; an iceberg condition on GR min_sf; the number of Top-K cells K



Output : the set of gradient-cell pairs TopKgr. Method : 1. Let ftrel be the relation fact table 2. Build the processing tree GRtree // evaluating heuristic p1 3. Call TopKgr-Cube (). Procedure TopKgr-Cube (ftrel, GRtree, minavg, min_sf, K) 1: Get 1-D cuboids from GRtree 2: For each 1-D cuboids do { 3: Set GR ← {subTree_GR(V(c))} //build gradient regions 4: For each GR having sf ≥ min_sf do //apply p2 Aggregate valid GR // do projections, cubing 5: For each valid GR having a bin[min,max] satisfying minavg // apply p3 6: Set TopKpc ← {topKpc_GR(GR,K)} //select probe cells 7: For each valid TopK GR Set TopKgr ←{topKgr_GR(TopKpc)} // calculate its gradients 8: Rank Top-K cells (TopKgr,K) //rank gradient cells, DESC order of ψ



4 Evaluation Study All the experiments were performed on a 3GHz Pentium IV with 1Gb of RAM memory, running Windows XP Professional. TopKgr-Cube was coded with Java 1.5, and it was performed over synthetic datasets (Table 3). These datasets were generated using the data generator described in [2, 10]. Table 3. The overall information of each dataset. Dset Tuples Dims Card* M[min,max] D1 5000 7 100 100,1000 D2 10000 10 100 100,1000 When running the next performance figures, we confine our tests with TopKgrCube to the following scenarios: one, (Figure 3) we want to see the effects of using variance as a criteria for mining Top-K cells: two, (Figure 4) we want to see the effects of iceberg condition while selecting interesting regions; and three, (Figure 5) the pruning effects by using the heuristics used by our Top-K cubing method.



*



Those cardinalities provide very sparse data cubes, thus, poses more challenge to the Top-K cubing computation model.



(a) D1 (b) D2 Figure 3. Performance (Runn.time(s), Y-axis) x Min_sf (X-axis).



(a) D1 (b) D2 Figure 4. Performance (Runn.time(s), Y-axis) x Min_AVG (X-axis).



(a) D2 (b) Pruning Effects Figure 5. (a) Performance x K effects (X-axis). (b) Valid-cells (Y-axis) x Min_sf (Xaxis).



5 Final Discussion 5.1 Related Work The problem of mining changes of sophisticated measures in a multidimensional space was first introduced by Imielinski et al. [1] as a cubegrade problem. The main idea is to explore how changes (delta changes) in a set of measures (aggregates) of interest are associated with changes in the underlying characteristics of sectors (dimensions). In [2] was proposed a method called LiveSet-Driven leading to a more efficient solution for mining gradient cells. This is achieved by group processing of live probe cells and pruning of search space by pushing several constraints deeply. There are also other studies [3, 4, 5] by Sarawagi for mining interesting cells on data cubes. The idea of interestingness in these works is quite different from that explored by gradient-based ones. Instead of using a specified gradient threshold in relevance to the cells’ ancestor, descendants, and siblings, it relies on the statistical analysis of neighborhood values of a cell to determine its interestingness (or also outlyingness). Those previous methods employ the idea of interestingness supported by either statistical or ratio-based approach. Such approach still provides a large number of interesting cases to evaluate, and on a real application scenario, one could be interested to explore just such a small number (best cases of Top-K cells) of gradient cells. There are several research papers on answering Top-queries [6, 7, 8] on large databases, which could be used as baseline for mining Top-K gradient cells. However, the range of complex delta functions provided by the cube gradient model complicates the direct application of those traditional Top-K query methods. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of mining Top-K gradient cells in large databases is not well addressed yet. Even the idea of Top-K queries with multidimensional selection was introduced quite recently by Dong et al. [9]. Furthermore, the model still relies on the computation of convex functions. 5.2 Conclusions In this paper, we have studied issues and mechanisms on effective mining of Top-K multidimensional gradients. Gradient are interesting changes in a set of measures (aggregates) associated with the changes in the core characteristics of cube cells. We have also proposed a gradient-based cubing strategy (TopKgr-Cube) to evaluate interesting gradient regions in MDS. This strategy relies on cubing gradient regions which show high variance. Thus, the main challenge is to find maximum gradient regions (MGRs) that maximize the task of mining Top-K gradient cells through a set of Top-K probe cells. To do so, we use a gradient ascent approach with a set of pruning heuristics guided by a specific GRtree. Our performance study indicates that our strategy is effective on mining the most interesting gradients in multidimensional space. To end up our discussion we set the follow topics as interesting issues for future research:



− Top-K average pruning into GRs. Although, we make pruning of GRs according to an iceberg condition. One can take advantage of Top-K average [10] for cubing only GRs satisfying this condition. − Looking ahead for Top-K gradients. Given that GR1>>GR2>>GR3 , it should be the case that by looking ahead for a gradient cell in GR2 will not generate gradients higher than that in GR1. − Mining high-dimensional Top-K cells. The idea is to select small-fragments [11] (with some measure of interest) and then explore on-line query computation to mine high-dimensional Top-K cells.
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